iland + Trend Micro
A true multi-layered approach to cloud security.

In the face of cyber-attacks, infrastructure failures, human error and other threats, companies are now prioritizing business
continuity initiatives that have traditionally been an afterthought. As part of these efforts, teams increasingly focus on
the security and compliance of cloud-based disaster recovery and backup. iland recognizes the importance of delivering
security as part of all services. The iland Secure Cloud has Trend Micro Deep Security embedded into the platform to
deliver market-leading security for our IaaS, DRaaS and Cloud Backup services globally.
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iland partners with Trend Micro utilizing its Deep Security product which can automatically protect new and existing
workloads against known and unknown threats with techniques like machine learning and virtual patching. Deep Security
delivers automated security for the cloud with the broadest range of security controls in a single platform and allows you
to build new applications or move existing services to the cloud with confidence. Deep Security protects workloads where
it matters most—at the host—by:
• Defending against network threats with intrusion detection and prevention (IDS/IPS)
• Immediately protecting against vulnerabilities like Shellshock, Heartbleed and Bluekeep
• Keeping sophisticated malware off Windows and Linux workloads with anti-malware capabilities using advanced
techniques such as behavioral monitoring and machine learning
• Alerting when unplanned or suspicious changes are made to systems
• Stopping SQL injection and XSS attacks on applications
• Correlating and collecting logs to meet compliance and audit requirements
• Locking down servers so that only authorized processes can run with application control
Security is a shared responsibility for iland and its customers and Trend Micro helps to provide a part of a much-needed
secure solution for any organization. The need for specialized workload security is driven by:
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iland and Trend Micro are fully aware of the need for cloud security and have committed to providing security, including
Trend Micro Deep Security, as a core design principle built into all services. At iland, security is part of our DNA. It’s not
just one thing we do, or one specific solution we offer, it’s native to everything we do. Security is part of our technology,
processes, and our culture. While choosing a cloud provider requires due diligence on many levels, the core tenants below
represent iland’s security capabilities. These tenants include physical security, logical security, process, and third-party
accreditation and certification.

Physical
Tier III/IV Data centres
CCTV monitoring
Bio-metric security

Process

Accreditation
CSA STAR

Twice-yearly
compliance training

ISO 27001

Pen testing

HIPAA

Logical
Network segmentation
Visualization segmentation
Storage segmentation

iland’s world-class support is there with you for every step of your journey. Our in-depth, consultative sales and
onboarding processes ensure that you are as comfortable with your new cloud environment as you are with your own
data center. iland support is always included and available by phone or through the iland Secure Cloud Console. iland
engineers can help you with everything from managing DNS to invoking backup recovery and DR.

Delivering secure cloud services has been an integral part of iland’s cloud strategy from the beginning. Over years of
development and collaboration with leading technology partners including Trend Micro, we have built the iland Secure
Cloud Platform to meet the performance, security and compliance, connectivity, and cost needs of our customers. At the
same time, we focus on technology innovation to ensure we stay ahead of the curve. The iland Secure Cloud Platform
provides the foundation for all iland infrastructure solutions including public, private, and bare-metal cloud services.
These solutions are used to deliver all portfolio services including application hosting, Backup as a Service (BaaS), Disaster
Recovery as a Service (DRaaS), backup for Microsoft 365, and more.
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